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Lineage Logistics
moves into Poland
Company expands European reach with
the acquisition of Pago, Poland�s largest coldstorage and logistics
provider
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Lineage was founded and continues to be
managed by Bay Grove Capital, a principal
investment firm dedicated to partnering
with strong management teams to build
long-term platform investments. Financial
terms of the transactions were not
disclosed.
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“We are very pleased to partner with the
current Pago leadership, who have helmed
the organisation since 2006 based on an
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growing it to become the largest and most
modern coldstorage company in Poland,”
said Adam Forste, co-executive

market and will now lead the Pago team
into a promising new chapter as part of
Lineage. On behalf of the leadership, I’d
like to thank our entire team for their
hard work in building Pago to what it is
today. It is because of these efforts and
commitment to our business that we have
reached this milestone.”
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